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The award winning Cannabis Encyclopedia is the definitive guide to medical marijuana
cultivation and consumption. It explains all of the essential techniques to grow indoors, outside
and in greenhouses. All gardening methods are well-researched and illustrated with easy step-
by-step illustrations and instructions. A lot more than 2,000 beautiful color pictures illustrate
this 596-web page book. The large 8. The Breeding chapter explains methods, plant crosses,
back crosses, accurate breeds, hybrids, etc. Chapters on medical cannabis history, cannabinoid
measurement and medical types provide a firm background for medical sufferers and
caregivers. The Medicinal Concentrates and Cooking with Medicinal Cannabis chapters feature
many different methods to concentrate and consume cannabis. Learn just how to increase
yields, boost cannabinoid potency, and make eco-friendly decisions from the expert, Jorge
Cervantes. The comprehensive Nutrient chapter has specific drawings of 14 cannabis plants
showing nutrient extra and deficiencies. Four case studies feature two indoor gardens, one with
LED and HP sodium lights, Jorge´s backyard garden and a big backyard in Humboldt County,
CA. Garden room design, structure and maintenance, greenhouse construction and treatment,
outdoor gardens from backyards and patios to huge remote fields are explained in full detail
and many step-by-step examples. Each aspect of cannabis cultivation is definitely examined at
length with a concentrate on organic methods preserving the sanctuary, meters, air, light, lamps
and energy, soil, containers, water, nutrition, additives, container lifestyle and hydroponics,
illnesses and pests and breeding. Harvest, drying and curing information aims to preserve
cannabinoids.5 x 11-inch format, three-column web pages are easy to read and packed with up-
to-date information that make this book essential for all cannabis gardeners and patients. and
step-by-step illustrated instructions on starting your house breeding system. Each stage of plant
development is detailed and graphically described seed, seedling, vegetative growth, clones and
mother plant life and flowering. His tips is basic, detailed and reliable.
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There exists a section for each and every step of developing to give me the ability to grow the
best marijuana possible I have been growing marijuana now with the help of Jorge Cervantes
today for near 10 years, I started out with the marijuana bible everyone speaks of. You can
genuinely feel the amount of effort put forth to produce such a gift to the cannabis
world.Thanks, Jorge, for this tremendous resource! I was informed about the presage of Jorge's
new reserve, and knew I had to have it, upon getting this reserve, I was blown away, by
everything. There exists a section for every stage of growing to provide me the opportunity to
grow the very best marijuana possible, from pest and disease control, to how exactly to properly
breed of dog for the traits you want. The information is not just there, but it is well organized and
presented, so you can look up and find what you need. Jorge didn't just visit the information
about marijuana, he goes on the journey that has been his life's mission and introduces you to
individuals which have been fundamental in the legalization and de criminalization of marijuana
around the world.Thank you so much Jorge for all your help and possibility to own this great
wealth of knowledge you have a massed in this book. Lyfespan. A comprehensive reference on
all areas of Cannabis production This is likely probably the most complete and detailed
reference on the main topic of Cannabis production, covering from the fundamentals of
gardening to the construction of large growing facilities, plant diseases and problems, breeding
and genetics, pest control -- you name it, it's covered here, and in amazing detail, profusely
illustrated with beautiful photos and informative graphics. Amazing must-have publication!
Beyond that, there exists a brief dialogue of the annals of medical cannabis, rather than a great
deal about legalization. I'll indulge compared to that! It should be noted that as the main focus
of the book is usually on medical Cannabis, the information is equally valid and useful for those
who live where either personal or professional Cannabis creation is legal.Beginning with a
general overview of the growing approach, you can find detailed chapters on from seed
selection and germination, indoor and outdoor gardening, hydroponics, lighting, life cycle and
flowering, harvesting, and post-harvest digesting and preservation, and troubleshooting the
many problems that come up. As an encyclopedia doesn't imply it's simply for experienced
users either, this reserve is offered in a format that'll be understood by everyone, with high
quality pictures and broken down detailed explanations. I was specifically impressed by the
illustrations of nutrient deficiencies -- instead of just the usual leaf photos, there are illustrations
that present how each insufficiency manifests itself through the entire plant; I love this
book!There's so very much here that it is difficult to summarize it all -- no chance to, in fact,
other than just to say, if you are involved in the world of Cannabis creation, THIS is the reserve
you want! It's a very large book, 8.5x11 inches, and large as a brick. But also for a resource which
has pretty very much everything you could need to know, and top-quality production, it's the
brick of gold you'll be happy to have. I will have stepped up in the arena, and transferred into
breeding, and experienced I needed more information. THE BEST! Every one of the information
will there be. Contains a lot of useless details & most pictures are too small to even study.
Amazing and descriptive photos accompany the fountain of understanding written in this
reserve. It has been an up and down struggle with growing, but I could always depend on the
bible to greatly help me out. A remarkably resourceful manual on Almost everything cannabis
related. Included are the many modern ways to extract, consume and obtain the maximum great
things about the plant materials. It is long and filled with details but the novice can very easily
pick out the basic info to start out their first crop. Don't get me incorrect, it's an excellent book
but if you are buying it with the expectation of becoming a human encyclopedia, you are going
to need many additional resources. If you could buy only 1 book on the subject, this is it. Thank



you so much Jorge because of this treasure! very informative so much details in this book I love
it Excellent Excellent Buy it! That's for the better, as the situation concerning both medical and
recreational cannabis is changing so rapidly.! Couldn't have asked for anything better! Valuable
info on not merely cultivation but also for medical sufferers who need info on the different
varieties that pertain with their individual needs. Got this publication for my Grandma to read
mainly because her cannabis bible. She certainly loves it. I took a glance at the book myself and
it was unmistakably clear as to why. It is PACKED with detailed photos and information on just
about every topic you can think of. In case you have a question or concern, then you will
certainly find the material you're looking for in here. Worth each and every penny.Whether you're
a skilled cultivator yourself or simply an enthusiastic amateur learning the ropes.. experienced or
novice must know to grow an excellent crop is in this book Everything any grower, experienced
or novice must know to grow an excellent crop is normally in this book! There's some
information on LED's but not much. It's not formatted chronologically.. meaning it generally does
not baby you through seedling to harvest, but instead true to it's name in that it truly is an
ENCYCLOPEDIA!! A remarkable good article, a genuine masterpiece Sir Jorge has created! You
just need to find out what you're looking for. If you're seeking to have your handheld.. then you
may want to purchase this book along with something a lot more beginner oriented. Thank you
Jorge Cervantes!. Scientific information contained in many chapters to aid the info. Contacting
this an encyclopedia can be a stretch. At the time of writing the reserve I think the jury was still
out on LED lamps. you will find everything you need to know in this book. Quality read Quality
read Not what I had envisioned, especially for $38 Ok reserve, many typos and spelling
mistakes. No seed was left unturned. If you are searching for TOTAL information on marijuana.
But..THIS IS ACTUALLY THE BOOK! Well the jury is certainly in and LED light is a great choice
so if you need a lot of information on LED's you might search for a book with more current info
on LED's. An 'all you need' book to reference anything cannabis in a format that is easy to follow
and understand. I came across this helpful because, at least if you ask me, most of the
insufficiency photos look pretty much the same by themselves.... The only shortcoming I have
found so far is the info on LED lighting is outdated. I'm learning lots of stuff, but I'm also
needing to utilize other assets to get a better understanding of many of the methods talked
about and, in doing so, discovering things that aren't actually discussed in the publication. I
think that is even more of a specialised technical manual with some neat history stories and a
lot of photographs.There's a good recipe section for cooking with cannabis and the countless
options for this. Amazing Mind-boggling details to Everything you need to know and then some
Very advanced and overwhelmingly detailed all you need too find out and then some Must-
have! Husband loves it! Plastic wrapped when received was an extra bonus :) kept all of the
pages in ideal condition and he hasn’t stopped reading the book however!Interestingly, the
foreword is certainly compiled by Vicente Fox, former President of Mexico, whose country and
folks have suffered the worst of the so-called War on Medications, and whose insights are
especially poignant.
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